I'll go and finish my daily routine. I can't block it myself...!

Intermission...She might really get me to make a pie.

OUT

5th Day: Woods-Tohsaka residence

No, I'll go check up on Sakura.

Tiger Dojo 32

Tiger Dojo 34

Consult her about Shinji.

...I'm sorry, but I can't.

Day 7: Awakening-Morning

Cold smile

Challenging the shadow

Who will tell Sakura?

8th Day: Rooftop

Choice

Day 8

Will I be able to fight

Day 9

A usual morning?

Day 9: Rin's room-Afternoon-Return home

Gem sword creation-Record of the Great Holy Grail

15th Day: Church-Outside church

Reply

He was on guard against my counterattack?

Intermission

Resolution

Duo

Nightmare, awakening

6th Day: Park

 dogs??

Ilya's breakfast

Determination

Night without dawn

8th Day: Afternoon

VS Saber

8th Day: Return home-Bedtime

VS Caster

11th Day: Night: Patrol

Which one?

Do not release it.

11th Day: Checking on Sakura

15th Day: Church-Outside church

Happy end

Last projection

Choice

Sakura Normal = 1

13th Day: Noon-Dinner

Sakura Point <= 10

12th Day: Lunch

Saber Point += 1

13th Day: Einzbern Castle lobby

Saber, sulking

Night without dawn

11th Day: Einzbern Castle

Boy meets girl & girl

13th Day: Einzbern Castle

Witch's plan

11th Day: Einzbern Castle

Intermission

11th Day: Night: Patrol

4th Day: Night-Bedtime

5th Day: Return home

No self-healing != 1

14th Day: Dawn-Church

Go over strategy with Tohsaka.

Holy Sword restoration

4th Day: Night-Bedtime

...Follow them.

5th Day: School

Jump back to the hallway...!

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Konan

VS Rider(I)

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quietly.

9th Day: Afternoon

Wait quiet